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This paper analyses the extensive scientific debate around the role of Arctic warming
(more specifically, localized warming from Arctic sea-ice loss) in recent Eurasian
wintertime cooling trends. Although there have been many overview papers on this topic
published in recent years, this one is particularly good. That may be because the authors
are people who I would not place in one camp or the other. The paper is comprehensive,
balanced, and reflective. As well as providing a very nice and useful synthesis of recent
studies, it offers a reframing of the question that should provide a constructive way
forward on what everybody agrees is an important area of scientific research. The paper
correctly notes that a problem with much of the current debate is (i) the failure to
acknowledge that a definitive yes-no answer is not possible given all the uncertainties
involved, and (ii) the assumed dichotomy between the mean forced response and internal
variability, as if they were separable. Yet the wintertime Arctic is arguably the place where
the internal variability is most likely to change in response to climate change, and this
separation is least defensible.

Effectively, the authors are suggesting a hypothesis that observed trends over a particular
period may be primarily attributable to internal variability, but that the internal variability
may have changed because of Arctic warming in such a way that the probability of such
trends has increased. That is a very novel way of framing the question at hand. It will
almost inevitably involve different hypotheses (or storylines) for how the internal
variability might have changed, which can be compared in terms of their consistency with
data. For this purpose, the proposed emphasis on the distinction between the
thermodynamic and dynamical aspects of the problem will be very useful, as the different
hypotheses will almost certainly be on the dynamical side. That distinction is not new in
climate-change science, but I believe is new (or at least under-utilized) in this particular
context.

Overall, this is an excellent and timely paper. I feel that for far too long the debate in this
area has been largely sterile, encouraged by certain journals which seem to like papers
with titles that are unconditional, to ‘stir the pot’. This paper can help set a new tone, and



lead to better science. I am happy to recommend acceptance largely as is, with just minor
revisions.

Minor comments

line 6: I’m not sure that “coincidental” is the right word. From my understanding, the
word can have either an inferential interpretation (by chance) or a descriptive one (at the
same time). The latter has no causal implication either way, so is presumably not what is
meant here. Do you really mean by chance, or rather that the two features are correlated
because of a common driver (atmospheric variability)? (Correlation may not imply
causation, but unless it really is by chance, it has to reflect causation somewhere in the
system.)

Caption to Figure 1, line 1: Wouldn’t it be better to refer to WACE rather than WACC here,
since it is Eurasia that is singled out?

Caption to Figure 1, lines 4-5: Should be “significantly different”, not “significant”. And not
sure what is meant by “insignificant”; do you really mean that there are no trends (of at
least 3 hPa/decade) anywhere else on the map?

Figure 2: I suspect that some reviewers might complain about the size of these postage-
stamp images, but for me it works!

lines 175-179: I think it is only fair to refer to Kretschmer et al. (2021 BAMS) [in your
reference list] here, who so far as I know were the first to point out the two rather
different definitions of teleconnection in the AMS Glossary.

lines 219-220: The statement “the circulation trends and Eurasian cooling itself have not
continued into the most recent decade, while sea ice loss and Arctic warming
unequivocally have” seems overcooked. For Arctic warming, it is contradicted by your
earlier statement on line 124 that “the Arctic warming trends disappear in the period
starting in 2005”, which is clearly apparent in Figure 2. For sea ice, it is contradicted by
your Figure S3 (as well as by other such figures which one can find on the NSIDC web
site). You need to tone this paragraph down.

line 250: “confidence in their fidelity is high” seems overstated. Such models can give
contradictory forced responses of atmospheric circulation to climate change, for reasons
that are not difficult to understand (e.g. strong sensitivity to biases in background state),
and indeed your later discussion says that. Your wording here suggests that the CMIP
models would all give the same forced response to climate change if we only had enough



ensemble members, and I think we know that is not true.

lines 407-409: As with my earlier comment with regard to lines 219-220, this statement
seems overcooked.

lines 518-520: The important point made by Kretschmer et al. (2020) was that the effect
of BK sea-ice loss on atmospheric circulation (there examined in terms of the strength of
the stratospheric polar vortex) could be small in terms of the year-to-year variability (and
thus statistically undetectable from a single realization), yet could have a first-order effect
in the climate change response, because of the comparatively large magnitude of the
relative change in BK sea ice from climate change. That should be somehow mentioned
here as one of the important factors.

Typos, etc.

line 73: Presumably “side” -> “wide”

line 86: Something is grammatically wrong with this sentence

line 93: “February” is misspelled

line 94: “Forecasting” -> “Forecasts” (!) [also “Medium Range” -> “Medium-Range”, since
it is a proper noun]

line 107: “Eurasian” is misspelled

line 144: “Centre” -> “Center”

Caption to Figure 3: “periods” -> “period”

General: “c.f.” -> “cf.”
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